
Do linguistic claims relating to translation need to be 

academically rigorous? 
 

I would like to share part of a recent online discussion about the Divine Familial Terms issue. In 

response to a question about whether certain languages lack a non-biological usage of “son,” one 

person suggested a gold standard in evaluating claims about translation. I copy a portion of that 

thread below to stimulate further reflection and discussion. Anyone interested in the fuller 

context can read the entire page here: 

 

https://www.facebook.com/profile/100009509481033/search/?q=son%20of%20God%20controv

ery 

 

Question: 

“On looking further into the claim that Baka and Kankanaey don’t have a non-biological usage 

of ‘son,’ what kind of supporting evidence would you want to counter the assertions of those 

who have interacted with the local people for years?” 

 

One person’s reply: 

“I rejoice in having an opportunity to exchange some friendly comments with you here. The 

claim that Kankanaey does not have a non-biological usage of “son” is contradicted by the 

Kankanaey New Testament published by the International Bible Society, together with the 

Kankanaey-English Dictionary published by SIL International via Webonary.org. The literal, 

normal everyday Kankanaey term denoting sexually procreated offspring is used in the New 

Testament to refer to Jesus as God’s son (e.g., I John 5:11-13). It is also used to express the 

concept that humans who believe in Jesus become God’s spiritual children (I John 3:2). So the 

very word which describes the human father-son biological relationship is employed in the 

Kankanaey New Testament to convey the relationship of Jesus to His father, and humans to God, 

without implying that sex was involved. In this respect, Kankanaey works exactly like English, 

as well as like every other language I have ever heard of. 

 

I have been following this issue in depth since it came to my attention over ten years ago. 

On several occasions I have heard people in the Bible translation movement claim that in some 

languages, the word for ‘son’ necessarily entails (can only mean) a biological, genetic 

relationship. Nevertheless, although I have researched such claims as far as the available data 

allowed me to, I have never found any cases which stand up to scrutiny. To illustrate, in this 

thread you have mentioned several alleged examples. One is Kankanaey, which is demonstrably 

not true, as shown by the translated New Testament. Another one above is “…at least one 

language in the Pacific where the interpretation of the word ‘son’ always implies biological 

relationship.” If this is the same language in the Samoan Islands which Mike Tisdell refers to, 

other scholars who worked on that language posited a vastly different analysis. 

 

 You ask Mike Tisdell, “…what kind of supporting evidence would you want to counter 

the assertions of those who have interacted with the local people for years?” In the interest of 

showing that my conclusion is falsifiable (a hallmark of any scientific investigation), I will 

address your question here from the perspective of a professional linguist. To establish the 
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validity of any academic claim, the gold standard is replicability. Facts need to be independently 

verifiable, ideally by means of published data. An example of this is the Kankanaey New 

Testament, translated by “those who have interacted with the local people for years.” 

 

Throughout the history of the DFT issue, several types of evidence have been offered 

which I do not find at all convincing. Specifically, many claims of languages where the word for 

‘son’ must mean a literal, non-figurative child typically share the following characteristics: (1) 

They involve anecdotal, second-hand reports, such as “Someone told me that in this language…” 

(2) No documentation is cited. (3) The name of the language is not specified. (3) The claim is 

made by an expatriate, such as an outside linguist, rather than by a native speaker. (4) The claim 

is often made in a meeting where the organizational leaders stipulate ahead of time that no 

questions or discussion will be permitted afterwards by the members present. (5) Other native 

speakers deny that the word in question has that implication in their language. (6) There is no 

description of the methodology used to ascertain the meaning of the word (who the researcher 

was, his or her theoretical presuppositions, how many native speakers were consulted and their 

relationship to the researcher, the religious and social context in which the study was carried out, 

what kind of elicitation techniques were used, where the raw data can be accessed, etc.). 

Needless to say, these types of scenarios amount to hearsay and do not inspire confidence in the 

veracity of such data. 

 

What would constitute a more compelling argument, in my opinion, is evidence such as 

the following: a squib, article, chapter, or book authored by someone who has personally 

researched the language in question, explaining in detail the circumstances surrounding the work 

(including the elicitation procedures used and how many native speakers of what types were 

interviewed), peer-reviewed by double-blind referees of different ideological backgrounds, and 

then made available in a journal or other neutral venue where the publisher has no financial, 

institutional, or other connection with the organization sponsoring the research. If rigorous 

linguistic data of this quality were presented showing that in a particular language the normal 

term for ‘son’ refers exclusively to the offspring of a sexual union, our disagreement can end 

today. Unfortunately, none of the alleged cases I have ever seen come remotely close to fulfilling 

these criteria. 

 

Since so many reports of languages of this type have turned out to be spurious, I choose 

to remain agnostic and skeptical that such cases truly exist. Given the importance of this matter, I 

am thankful to have an open forum such as this site where we can freely engage as Christian 

colleagues to discuss this topic, without censorship. This is especially true since discussion of 

this matter in numerous contexts has been strictly prohibited by certain administrators. One 

reason why it behooves us to make progress towards resolving this controversy is this: the 

unsubstantiated claim that in a few languages terms such as ‘father’ and ‘son’ can only convey a 

biological meaning has been used as a main justification for translating “son of God” in a non-

literal way in many other languages where the primary motivation for doing so is ultimately 

rooted in missiological strategies and religious presuppositions, not lexicography. When I stand 

face-to-face with Jesus, I do not want to have to defend the practice of translating the Bible in a 

way that detracts from His deity based on linguistic analyses which in many cases have been 

completely discredited, and which in all other cases (to my knowledge) have never been reliably 

confirmed in a manner consistent with established academic norms. 



 

The statement that Jesus is God’s son is offensive to Muslims in every country in the 

world, regardless of which language is used to convey that message. This tells us that the 

problem is not sociolinguistic in nature; rather, it is a universal matter of the heart completely 

unrelated to the language which anyone speaks. To illustrate this point, here’s a question to think 

about: suppose that a church or denomination or Christian publisher here in the United States 

commissioned us to undertake a new translation specifically targeting American Muslims who 

have grown up as L1 speakers of English. In this situation, how would you render the expression 

“son of God” for that particular audience, and why?” 

 


